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Mining companies are looking to reduce their cost of operations and increasing operational 
efficiencies 

- ultimately looking at fully autonomous operations.

The Pilbara region in Western Australia is at the leading edge of this mining revolution.

What are their drivers…? ?

Why LTE?



The physical size of a mine

BHP’s Mt Whaleback, 
an iron ore mine in the 
Pilbara is a 5.5km long, 
1.5Km wide & 0.5Km 
deep pit



The scale of equipment is difficult to 
imagine – 2 - 3 story high trucks travelling 

at 60 Km/hr.

The scale of the equipment involved



The Pilbara 
• 1 ¾ hrs flying time from Perth (1,300 Km) 
• Covers an area of 507,000 Km²
• Twice the size of the UK (242,000 km²)

The remoteness of the area



The remoteness of the area

• Rail lines of over 400Km from pit to port
• Trains of up to 260 wagons, (2.8Km long)
• Each with a capacity of up to 130 tonnes
• Fully loaded, approximately 33,800 tonnes



Safety – a key requirement of mine 
operations
The combination of scale, repetitive operations, 
remoteness, heat, lone working, terrain and the 
physical harsh environment of mines make safety a 
paramount requirement

The increase in autonomous vehicles, whilst 
reducing the number of operators, increases the 
safety risk for the remainder within a mine



Financial imperatives

The major reason for autonomy –

The push by mining heavy weights to be more productive 
and efficient as commodity prices fluctuate



Autonomy video



Asymmetric transfer rates cause problems with insufficient upload capacity 
for sensory information – commercial modems don’t cater for high bandwidth 
upload so specialised and expensive units required.

Whilst experimenting with LTE - mining companies are in fact using their 
existing Wi-Fi or Mesh networks for autonomous or remote controlled 
equipment. 

A fully autonomous mine? With more technology deployed, the more people 
are needed people to deploy, maintain and improve it - people with different 
skill sets

Those people will still need mission critical comms as the safety risk remains 
and sometimes increases. 

The reality of LTE in mining operations



Consensus of opinion is that LTE and MCPTT is in reality sometime off before it can completely 
replace TETRA/P25 type services and how it will be used can be difficult to determine 

In mining – communication is critical – they cannot afford to have any compromise on network 
reliability, it must be operational at all times, especially when the safety of operations is 
involved.

Commercial levels of reliability and redundancy are not acceptable.

The reality of LTE in mining operations



What happens when the network does fail – manpower is the back up to 
continue mining – but without reliable comms?

People based operations are not allowed by law without reliable comms

TETRA networks are designed and built with full redundancy as a mission or 

business critical networks

Why PMR is still a necessity?

What Typically Defines Mission Critical 
• Network availability 99.999%  

this typically means extreme high level redundancy and no single points of 
failure

• Application traffic prioritisation, individual, group, broadcast and emergency 
calls 

• Fast PTT call setup time – immediate call connection



Business critical functionality required is not yet available via LTE

• Fast call setup
• Emergency Calls
• Priority Calling
• Background scanning
• DMO (Gateway etc., tunnels, no coverage) often used and particularly as a fall back
• Off net communications called Prose (proximity services) 

Trials show that the range of direct mode operation in LTE, is limited to 
line of site and without any obstruction between the device is limited to 
around 200 Metres

• Repeater functionality

Why PMR is still a necessity?



It is not just the networks that need to 
be robust

Why PMR is still a necessity?

? Change



In an LTE solution with autonomous equipment and 
voice combined which takes priority when congestion 
occurs?

Why PMR is still a necessity?



PMR for critical comms                       LTE for broadband requirements

Both technologies evolving with functionality overlaps

We need the best of both…

PMR LTE



TETRA can be the gateway to a resource of processing and other device connectivity 
applications (some yet to even be thought of) whilst maintaining the machine 
critical compliance (and user confidence) of TETRA –

Applications through TETRA

Many applications are now being developed for mining in narrow band 
such as
• Speed alerts
• Geofencing
• Talk group change by location
• SCADA
• Remote control of devices (e.g. lowering/raising light towers)
• Job Ticketing
• Weather alerts
• Pre-start AppSPACE



Capability

• Connects to & monitors the status of your critical processes, resources or 
assets 

• Notifies the control room and / or specified radio terminals of a status change

User Case Examples

1 Detect & report health status of team member using health tracker

2 Connect to Gas / LEL Monitor & warn of high concentrations

3 Connect to breathing apparatus and warn of low Air pressure

4 Detect & Report lost radio using proximity fob

5 Detect who has the critical equipment (or its been lost & no-one has it)

6 Send warning of low battery to control room to expedite replacement

7 Detect & report problems with TETRA Network performance 

Remote Diagnostics, Telemetry, Alerts/Alarms



Capability

• Tracks real time location of TETRA radios (and user).
• Uses GPS or proximity to bluetooth devices of known location

User Case Examples

1 Where is my Team? – get location of your call group members on the 
radio (or the Control Centre) using a Map or Table

2 Set up a Geofence (GPS Boundary) and change radio status when crossed 
e.g., switch talk group, switch from DMO to TMO

3 Report (Radio) access to restricted locations using a Geofence or 
bluetooth beacon

4 Confirm Everyone is at or away from a defined location (Fire Engine, 
Ambulance etc.) using a bluetooth beacon

Resource Location Tracking & Mapping



LTE Transition

The industry is recognising 
that the journey will be 
longer than expected and 
transition will be slow 

Timeline Courtesy of TCCA & ACCF



Merging the benefits of LTE with traditional mission critical technologies, means that the users can 
be assured of enhanced performance by retaining current mission critical features with additional 
high speed data services

There are many advantages in using both LTE and TETRA technology together in a blended solution 
particularly in mining:

• TETRA is widely deployed and a proven technology for 20 years with millions of subscribers in 
operations globally in public safety, transportation, mining, oil & gas, and many other mission 
critical applications. 

• It works in lower Frequency bands with good coverage and therefore networks cost less to 
deploy. 

• LTE allows much more data bandwidth and opens a new world for mining applications.

Hybrid Solutions



LTE will ultimately
• provide the broadband capability users are asking for - reliably
• replace narrow band PMR with mission critical capabilities

In the meantime:
• Hybrid solutions with TETRA providing mission critical voice communications networks 

with the capability of using apps for enhanced efficiency 

New devices will lead the transition to LTE with the technical ability 
• Deliver the LTE data in a non mission critical way 
• Maintain Mission Critical Voice Communications

PMR will be around for some time yet –
hand in hand with LTE supporting the mining industry

Conclusion




